
Verizeal Unveils Revolutionary Shipping 
Solutions Platform at Manifest 
Conference 2024 
 
Las Vegas, NV – February 5, 2024 – Verizeal, a pioneering force in global shipping and 
transportation management, is set to unveil its groundbreaking shipping solutions platform at 
this year’s Manifest Conference, taking place from February 5th to 7th, 2024, at Caesars Forum 
in Las Vegas. 
 
Manifest Vegas, known as the global destination for supply chain and logistics innovation, 
provides the perfect backdrop for the launch of Verizeal’s latest offering. The new platform 
promises to redefine the standards of efficiency, productivity, security, and scalability in 
transportation management. 
 
Innovative Features for Modern Logistics Challenges 
 
Verizeal’s new platform integrates advanced technologies such as AI, blockchain, and real-time 
analytics to offer unparalleled capabilities in shipping logistics. Key features include automated 
workflows, optimized route planning, and enhanced shipment tracking, all designed to 
streamline the end-to-end shipping process and increase productivity. 
 
A Leap Forward in Shipping and Compliance 
 
The Verizeal platform also addresses the critical need for compliance in the global trade 
environment. Verizeal simplifies compliance and hazardous materials (hazmat) shipping 
management by automating the necessary documentation for customs and hazmat regulatory 
requirements. This automation not only streamlines the process but also significantly reduces 
the risk of errors and non-compliance penalties. This innovative approach ensures that 
businesses can focus on their core operations, confident in their compliance and safety 
standards. 
 
Empowering Businesses with Scalable Solutions 
 
“Verizeal is committed to empowering businesses with scalable and simplified shipping 
solutions,” said Srini Vasan, CEO of Verizeal. “Our presence at Manifest Vegas marks a 
significant milestone in our journey. We are excited to demonstrate how our platform can 
transform the logistics operations of businesses across various industries.” 
 
Visit Verizeal at Booth #1417 
 



Attendees of the Manifest Conference are invited to visit Verizeal at Booth #1417 to experience 
the new platform firsthand. The Verizeal team will be available for demonstrations, discussions, 
and to answer any questions about how their solutions can benefit businesses looking to 
optimize their shipping operations. 
 
About Verizeal 
 
Verizeal is a leading provider of innovative shipping and transportation management solutions. 
Leveraging the latest technology, Verizeal is dedicated to simplifying global shipping, ensuring 
compliance, and enhancing operational efficiency for businesses worldwide. Ship With 
Confidence. Ship With Verizeal. 
 


